Surveys are an important source of scientific knowledge and a valid decision-support tool in many fields, from social studies to economics, market research, health studies, and others. Scientists have investigated most of the methodological issues on statistical surveys so that the scientific literature offers excellent references concerning all the required steps for planning and realising surveys. Nevertheless, real problems of statistical surveys often require practical solutions that either deviate from the consolidated methodology or do not have a specific solution at all.

Information and communication technology and techniques are earmarking the modern world, changing people’s behavior and mentality. Innovations in remote and wireless communication devices are being created at full steam. Purchase behaviors, service fruition, production activities, social and natural events are recorded in real time and stored in huge data warehouses. Warehouses are being created not only for data but also for textual documents, audio files, images, and video files. Survey methods must evolve accordingly: surveys have to take advantage of all new information chances and adapt, if needed, the basic methodology to the ways people use to communicate, memorize, and screen the information. This book is aimed at focusing on new topics in today’s survey researchers’ agenda.

Let us provide an example of new survey needs. Complex survey designs, which were imagined as statistical means for collecting data from samples of dwellings drawn from population registers, are going to be obsolete but for some official statistics and for rare, relevant, opinion surveys. In fact, the access to population registers has proven strict and face-to-face interviewing has become very expensive. Instead, there are growing possibilities for both private and public organisation for achieving administrative databases related to large population segments. Hence, sample surveys are on the verge of specialisation in collecting subjective information through remote technological devices from samples mechanically drawn from available databases. Our vision is purposively drastic because we want to stress the irreversibility of the trend.
Any survey researcher has to ponder practical and methodological problems when choosing the appropriate technique for acquiring the data to analyse. No researcher is allowed to ignore costs, time, and organisation constraints of data collection. See also the introductory paper by Luigi Biggeri on this issue. This induces a researcher to consider appropriate for her/his purposes:

- Integrating large datasets from various sources rather than gathering ad hoc data by means of traditional surveys;
- Collecting low-cost, real-time massive data rather than gathering data through refined statistical techniques at the expenses of timeliness, budget saving, and respondent bothering;
- Estimating some parameters without sampling error, because all units can be processed, and other parameters based on models that hypothesize at the very local level relationships that are observed at a higher scale, as in the case of small area estimation;
- Connecting and harmonising in a holistic approach, data collected with or analysed at different scales, for instance analyse together data on individual graduates, graduates’ families, professors, study programmes, educational institutions, production companies, and local authorities, all aimed at describing the complex (i.e. multidimensional and hierarchical) relationships between graduates’ education and work.

Of course, we go nowhere if our research aims are unclear. Supposing aims are clear, then the appropriateness of research choices is a methodological concern. In this volume, a paper by Tomàs Aluja-Banet, Josep Daunis-i-Estadella, and Yan Hong Chen, as well as another by Diego Bellisai, Stefania Fivizzani, and Marina Sorrentino concern the issue of data integration. The first paper deals with the issues to be considered when imputing, in place of a missing value, values drawn from related sources. It deals also with the choice of an imputation model and with the possibility to combine parametric and non-parametric imputation models. The second paper applies to the design of an official survey aimed at integrating data collected on job vacancy and hours worked with other Istat business surveys. A third paper by Monica Pratesi, Caterina Giusti, and Stefano Marchetti discusses the use of small area estimation methods to measure the incidence of poverty at the sub-regional level using EU-SILC sample data.

The very availability of large databases requires researchers to focus on data quality. We mean that data quality assessment is an important issue in any survey, but it tends to the fore just because the sampling error vanishes. This, in turn, requires researchers to learn:

- How to check the likelihood of the data drawn from massive databases whose records could contain errors?
- How to measure the quality of, and possibly adjust, the data collected with opinion surveys that, in general, are carried out by means of high-performance technological tools and by specialized personnel who interview samples of respondents?
• How to guarantee sufficient methodological standards in data collection from key witnesses whom applied researchers turn to more and more often so to corroborate the results of analyses on inaccessible phenomena, to elicit people’s preferences or hidden behaviors and to forecast social or economical events in the medium or the long run?
• How to prune the redundant information that concurrent databases and repetitive records contain? Also, how to screen the statistically valid from the coarse information in excessively loaded databases created for purposes that are alien to statistics?

This is the reason why, in this volume, methodologies for measuring statistical errors and for designing complex questionnaires are picked out. Statistical errors refer to both sampling and non-sampling errors. The paper by Giovanni D’Alessio and Giuseppe Ilardi examines methods for measuring the effects of non-response errors (“unit non-response”) and of some response errors (“uncorrelated measurement errors” and “biases from underreporting”) by taking advantage of the experience from the Bank of Italy’s Survey on Household Income and Wealth. The Authors suggest, too, how to overcome the error effects on estimates through various techniques and models and by means of auxiliary information.

Questionnaire design and question wording instructions, as strategies for preventing data collection errors, are dealt with extensively in the volume. Cristina Davino and Rosaria Romano discuss the case of multi-item scales that are appropriate for the measurement of subjective data, focussing on how individual propensities in the use of scales can be interpreted, in particular within strata of respondents. Luigi Fabbris covers the presentation of batteries of interrelated items for scoring or ranking sets of choice or preference items. Five types of item presentations in questionnaires are crossed with potential estimation models and computer-assisted data collection modes. Caterina Arcidiacono and Immacolata Di Napoli present and apply the so-called Cantril scale that self-anchors the extremes of a scale and is useful in psychological research. Simona Balbi and Nicole Triunfo deal with the age-old problem of closed- and open-ended questions, in the perspective of statistical analysis of data. The Authors tackle, in particular, the problem of transforming textual data, i.e. data that are collected in natural language, into data that can be processed with multivariate statistical methods.

This volume is a consequence of the stimulating debate that animated the workshop “Thinking about methodology and applications of surveys” that took place at the University of Macerata (Italy) in September 2010. The titles of the papers presented in the volume have been proposed to the Authors having in mind the relevant issues of a homogeneous field of study that is usually covered by undirected articles. In each paper, a survey of the scientific literature is discussed and remarks and innovative solutions to face today’s survey problems are suggested. All papers aim at balancing formal rigour with simplicity of the presentation style so as to address the book both to practitioners involved in applied survey research and to academics interested in scientific development of surveys.
The editors of the volume like to highlight that all papers have been referred by at least two external experts in the topical field. The editors wish to thank the Authors and also the Referees for their invaluable contribution to the quality of the papers. The external referees involved were: Giorgio Alleva (University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Italy), Gianni Betti (University of Siena, Italy), Silvia Biffignandi (University of Bergamo, Italy), Sergio Bolasco (University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Italy), Marisa Civardi (Bicocca University in Milan, Italy), Daniela Cocchi (University of Bologna, Italy), Giuseppe Giordano (University of Salerno, Italy), Michael Greenacre (Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain), Filomena Maggino (University of Florence, Italy), Alberto Marradi (University of Florence, Italy), Giovanna Nicolini (University of Milan, Italy), Maria Francesca Romano (Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, Italy).

The editors are open to any contribution of readers who would wish to comment on papers or to propose the Authors other ideas.
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